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Ignorance by Stuart Firestein; It's Not
Rocket Science by Ben Miller – review
Two lively books offer contrasting views of what science is really
about

Adam Rutherford
guardian.co.uk, Thursday 19 July 2012 06.00 EDT

Had Ben Miller taken up teaching, he could have inspired a generation to take up science. Photograph: Anthony
Bradshaw/Getty Images

"We need more data." With these words, Fabiola Gianotti wrapped up the triumphant
announcement that the elusive Higgs boson particle had been detected. Gianotti is the
physicist in charge of the experiment at the Large Hadron Collider where this unveiling
was made. She added "surprise, surprise" to the end of that sentence, not as a damp
squib, or faux humility, nor a beg for more grant money. She said these words because
she understands that science is a process not a bank of knowledge, and the hard work is
yet to come. The LHC experiments were the pregnancy, finding a Higgs particle the
birth, and what follows is many lifetimes elucidating the mysteries it has revealed.

In genetics, our Higgs moment came in 2001 with the completion
of a draft of the human genome, the 3bn-letter genetic code of an
average person. That opened up myriad new avenues, rather than
closing a scientific chapter, as many reported at the time. Instead
of explaining humankind, we discovered the colossal domain of
what we didn't yet know. It's a problem of Rumsfeldian
dimensions, an ever-moving target of known unknowns.

Not knowing stuff is what gets scientists drooling. The idea that
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science is a huge comprehensive knowledge vault has been
demolished by the quip from comedian Dara O Briain (BSc,
theoretical physics) that if science did know everything, it
would stop.

Stuart Firestein, a teacher and neuroscientist, has written a
splendid and admirably short book about the pleasure of finding
things out using the scientific method. He smartly outlines how
science works in reality rather than in stereotype. His MacGuffin
– the plot device to explore what science is – is ignorance, on
which he runs a course at Columbia University in New York.
Although the word "science" is derived from the Latin scire (to
know), this misrepresents why it is the foundation and deliverer
of civilisation. Science is to not know but have a method to find
out. It is a way of knowing.

Firestein is also quick to dispel the popular notion of the
scientific method, more often than not portrayed as a singular
thing enshrined in stone. The scientific method is more of a
utility belt for ignorance. Certainly, falsification and inductive

reasoning are cornerstones of converting unknowns to knowns. But much published
research is not hypothesis-driven, or even experimental, and yet can generate robust
knowledge. We also invent, build, take apart, think and simply observe. It is, Firestein
says, akin to looking for a black cat in a darkened room, with no guarantee the moggy is
even present. But the structure of ignorance is crucial, and not merely blind feline
fumbling.

The size of your questions is important, and will be determined by how much you know.
Therein lies a conundrum of teaching science. Questions based on pure ignorance can
be answered with knowledge. Scientific research has to be born of informed ignorance,
otherwise you are not finding new stuff out. Packed with real examples and deep
practical knowledge, Ignorance is a thoughtful introduction to the nature of knowing,
and the joy of curiosity.

Ben Miller's It's Not Rocket Science is very much from the knowledge end of the
scientific spectrum. Miller, like O Briain, Tim Minchin, Chris Addison and principal
investigator Robin Ince, is part of the phalanx of comedians for whom science is a thing
of wonder, and a source of material. Unusually for this scientifically literate group,
Miller conducted postgraduate research, though never finished his PhD in quantum
physics. Thus It's Not Rocket Science has the affectionate ramble of an uncle recounting
exciting past lovers from an era before settling with his much-loved wife. It is clear he
adores the wonder revealed by science, describing his book as a "science orgy".

Miller's enthusiasm is infectious, and he writes like many of his characters: affable,
chirpy and charming. It's useful to have his voice in your head, as many paragraphs
begin with a warm avuncular invitation to pay attention. It sort of bothered me how
casually he bounced through high-energy particle physics, DNA, evolution and the
human genome, but only because I find it hard to do the same. There isn't a great deal of
nuance, though the book is crammed with facts, some skimmed over a little too
effortlessly. But no bother, books like these should act like gateway drugs for the
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incurably curious. Whether comedy's gain was science's loss is unclear, but had Miller
taken up teaching, I imagine a generation of children inspired to mount the slippery
slope of ignorance. It starts with science programmes on TV, followed by popular
science books, and before you know it you're a lifelong laboratory addict.

The styles are parsecs apart but there is a clear link between these two books: one is
about the wonder of knowing, and the other about how not knowing drives that awe.
Every day, without fail, my six-year-old daughter begins a sentence with the words "I've
got a scientist question". Many of these I can answer. But the best ones, the ones I hope
show the finest way we have for acquiring knowledge, prompt the answer "I don't know.
But I've got an idea how we can find out."

What did you think?
Write your review of this or any other book, find out what other readers
thought or add it to your lists
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PaulBowes01
19 July 2012 11:11PM

Both of these books sound well worth the effort. Perhaps Michael
Gove might be persuaded to distribute a copy of each to every
school in Britain?
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muscleguy
20 July 2012 8:14AM

When you sit down to write your PhD thesis you have to have an
introduction, which is a scholarly review of the state of
knowledge in your area of study and therefore why your
experiments are necessary to fill in some area of ignorance with
knowledge. The point is not to demonstrate your scholarship
(though it helps if you can), the point is to get you to the point of
proper ignorance, not the sort of ignorance by which I do not
understand lacrosse or macrame but the ignorance of the human
race, the stuff nobody knows.

At the end you do a discussion where you put what new
knowledge you have wrested from the coalface of ignorance in
context and how your mining has changed the map of the mine.
You might have tunnelled closer to some other shaft of
knowledge and so you suggest that joining them up might be
profitable etc. Thus demonstrating that you can formulate plans
for removing that proper ignorance, you are a scientist.

So in a very real sense the most ignorant people on the planet are
scientists, and that is how it should be.

oldstone50
20 July 2012 12:49PM

The review suggests both books imply that, although there are a
great many unknowns, there are at least a few things that are
known. That is the myth of science.

Science is the knowledge that all things are unknown. The
scientist is the person who takes that knowledge to heart and
applies it to everyday life. As Muscleman so rightly pointed out,
"the most ignorant people on the planet are scientists", and thus,
they are the most knowledgeable.
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